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ABSTRACT: Recent advances in understanding the
astrophysical sites for the r-, p- and e-processes has
led to an increased understanding of the nuclear
physics requires to calculate the thermonuclear origin
of the heavy elements in nature. We review specific
examples of where nuclear information obtained with
Radioactive Nuclear Beams can greatly help our
understanding of the thermonuclear origin of the
elements in nature.

i. INTRODUCTION

Elements heavier than A = 70 are predominantly made by neutron
capture processes. The solar system abundance pattern of
heavy nuclei indicates three distinct processes--two
neutron-capture processes and one photodisintegration or
proton-capture process. The two neutron capture processes are
represented by one at high neutron density and one at low
neutron density. The process at high density is the
astrophysical r-process, when the neutron capture rates near
the valley of beta stability are orders of magnitude higher
than the corresponding beta decay rates. This results in a
neutron capture and beta decay flow that extends to almost
neutron unbound nuclei. In such a process, nuclei accumulate
at the neutron closed shells of N = 82 and N = 126, but at
proton numbers that are much smaller than the corresponding
ones at the neutron closed shells on the valley of beta
stability. The low neutron density case is the strophysical
s-process, when the neutron capture rates are comparable to
the beta decay rates near the valley of beta stability. The

" photodisintegration process is the astrophysical gamma
process, thought responsible for heavy proton-rich nuclei.

2. ASTROPHYSICAL R-PROCESS
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Although the neutron density and the thermodynamic conditions

required to produce the r-process nuclei in their solar-system

abundance pattern have long been determined (Seeger, Fowler
and Clayton, 1965), it has been only recently that the site in

the supernova explosion may have been more explicitly

identified (Woosley anl Hoffman, 1991; Meyer et al., 1991).

It turn_ out that the r-process can be thought of as a

freeze-out from a very high entropy environment--that is a

region of relatively high temperature and low density. In

such an environment, nuclear statistical equilibrium (NSE)

favors free alpha particles, protons and neutrons, with a .

limited build up of heavier elements. The limited seeds,

along with the fact that alpha particles do not capture

neutrons, results in a relatively large free neutron to seed

ratio--a requirement to build up heavier elements towards

uranium. In addition, such an environment favors the seeds to

be rather neutron-rich and of relatively high mass number

(approaching A = i00). The results of a preliminary study of

the r-processs in such an environment leads to an excellent

match to the solar system r-process distribution (Meyer et

al., 1991) . See Figure I.
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With an increased understanding of the r-process site, the

nuclear needs of the r-process can be more clearly defined.

Except for a few cases, we must rely on theoretical modelling

for all of the necessary nuclear quantities that are used in

the calculations. These include nuclear masses, nuclear

partition functions, neutron capture rates (including the

effects of excited states), and beta decay rates (also

including the effects of excited states). We discuss a

specific example of where precise nuclear information can be
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important for our modelling. Figure 1 represents a
calculation of an r-process in an high entropy supernova
bubble compared to the inferred solar system distribution of
r-process nuclei (Meyer et al., 1991). There are no fitting
parameters in this model, except for an arbitrary
normalization. One can see that the fit to the solar system

distribution of r-process nuclei is quite impressive,
particularly the fit to the A = 136 and A = 195 peaks and to
the rare earth peak.

• Two serious failings of the model are the strong dip in the
calculated abundances at A = 139 and the depletion of
abundances at A = 120. The dip at A = 139 develops at late
times and therefore can not be due to the r-process itself but
must arise f_om an effect which occurs after the neutron
freezeout. We have discovered that most of this dip can be

_ributed to the photodisintegration of a single nucleus,
Ta, which has a smaller predicted neutron binding energy

(1.5 MeV) than neighboring odd nuclei (2.5 MeV) (Moller and
Nix, 1981; Moller, 1991). Figure 2 displays the neutron
separation energies for the Te isotopes as a function of mass
number, as determined from experiment, and where not possible
from a theoretical finite-range macroscopic-microscopic
model. The reason for such a small neutron binding energy for
139Ta is that it is on the edge of a transition region from

spherical to deformed nuclei in the adopted mass formula. We
speculate that the absence of a dip in the solar-system
r-process distribution may point out a short-coming of the
nuclear mass extrapolations. Indeed, we have performed
calculations in which the neutron binding energy for this
nucleus was increased to a value extrapolated from neighboring
odd nuclei and found that this dip largely disappears.
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Recent experimental evidence from GANIL may indicate (Audi,

1991) that this shape transition occurs at a much higher
neutron number than predicted by Moller and Nix (1981). This

is one example of where mass determinations with Radiaactive
Nuclear Beams can have a major impact on the calculations of

the astrophysical r-process.

3. ASTROPHYSICAL GAMMA PROCESS

Another nucleosynthetic process under current study is the

astrophysical p-process or gamma process (Woosley and Howard,

1978; Howard, Meyer and Woosley, 1991). This is the process

thought responsible for the heavy proton-rich nuclei in
nature, with mass numbers A greater than 74. Such a process

is thought to occur in the shell of a Type I or Type II

supernova, where the thermal radiation can photodisintegrate

some, but not all of the seed heavy elements that are present

in the neon-carbon rich zones. Such a process requires
thermal temperatures in the range T = 2.0 to 3.0 i0 K.

Such a process also requires an increased understanding of the

nuclear physics of the heavy element region. F_{ example, the

study of the origin of the proton-rich nucleus _Mo requires

proton captures rates on the proton-rich nuclei near the N =

50 closed neutron shell Moreover the stud_ of the origin of
the radiogenic nuclide [46Sm (t = 1.03 x i0 _ yr), whose
existence has been inferred in the early solar system from the

the study of 142Nd, depends on alpha capture rates near the
Coulomb barrier in the rare earth region.
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Figure 3 illustrates this interesting story. Early studies of
the gamma process predicted that _vSm should not be present

in the early solar system becau_0it was thought to be made as
itself from the alpha decay of Gd (Woosley and Howard,

1978). Both 146Sm and 150Gd are _ha unstable and
therefore rapidly alpha decay to _Nd in the supernova
environment. When it was discovered that 146Sm was present

in the early solar system in bulk meteorites (Prinzhofer,

Papanastassiou and Wasserburg, 1989), the nuclear flow in that

mass region was re-examined (Woosley and Howard, 1990). It
- was discovered that if the nuclear flow could be diverted to

146Gd, it was possible for 146Gd to survive the supernova

explosion, due to the extra nuclear binding aff_ed by the
N=50 closed shell, and later positron decay to _vSm. The

ear flow is very sensitive to the nuclear branching at

5OGd and 148Gd. The nuclear quantities that control this

branching can be measured in the nuclear laboratory.

4. ASTROPHYSICAL E-PROCESS

Finally, we would like to mention one problem associated with

calculating nucleosynthetic models for isotopic anomalies.
Several meteoritic inclusions exhibit correlated anomalies of

the most neutron-rich isotopes of the elements Ca, Ti, Cr,

Fe, Ni and Zn. The extremely neutron-rich environments

required for the synthesis of these isotopes may exist near

the cores of supernovae explosions where the temperature and

density are so high that all of the reaction rates are in

nuclear statistical equilibrium. Such a process is called the
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astrophysical e-process. The study of the production of these

isotopes in nature require the knowledge of the binding

energies of neutron-rich elements near the iron peak

(Hartmann, Woosley and E1 Eid, 1985). Figure 4 illustrates
the reaction network reqiured to study the nucleosynthesis in

such envoronments. The black squares denote the stable

isotopes, and the hatched region outlines the nuclear species .
that need be considered. The solid double lines denote the

neutron and proton closed shells. The parameter eta is the
relative neutron excess. Unlike for the r-process, alpha

particle and proton caputure rates are required although the
nuclear binding energies remain the most important nuclear

quantities.

5. CONCLUSION

We have very briefly discussed some specific and general

examples where the imformation obtained from experiments with
Radioactive Nuclear Beams can have an important inpact on

nuclear astrophysics. The situation is encouraging and the

prospects for the future are exciting. We look forward to a

very fruitful exchange between nuclear astrophysics _. d

experiments with Radioactive Nuclear Beam facilities.
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